
August 19, 2022 

Dear Valued Customer, 

On behalf of the entire Bigelow Tea Company, we want to thank you for your valuable 
partnership during these uncertain and challenging times. Together we are ensuring 
availability of Bigelow Tea to consumers around North America when they need it most. 
We are extremely proud of the fact that during the past 2+ years we have achieved over 
99% fill rates to our customers.  

As you are aware, the Global Food Industry is facing rising costs, which is greatly impacting 
many Food & Household Categories, including Specialty Tea. 

As a 3rd generation, family company, our successful philosophy has always been to deliver 
the highest quality product at the lowest possible price, “The Gold Standard” level of 
ingredients in each and every tea bag. This philosophy of providing great quality products 
at an everyday low price and not profit gouging has led to our #1 position in the U.S. 
marketplace and a strong presence in Canada. This commitment to quality and value is 
why our items rank among the most successful items in the specialty tea bag category. 

This quality-value philosophy is important to us and is why we do everything we can to 
mitigate and offset rising costs our tea company is experiencing. However, the magnitude 
of the recent years increases has tremendously impacted our company which is why a 
price increase is necessary. 

We do not take price increases lightly, which is why we are only passing along a portion 
of the increases. The fact is, the price increase that became effective July 3, 2021, was 
originally slated to be effective in May 2020. We deferred that increase due to the 
pandemic. Since 2020 our costs have increased by over 13%; however, we are passing 
along only 63% of the increase and absorbing the remaining 37% as we believe some of 
these cost increases may be temporary in nature (i.e., ocean container rates). Over that 
same period Bigelow has fully absorbed the impact of numerous rising costs, significantly 
reducing our margins.  

After an evaluation of the increased costs throughout our entire supply chain, effective 
October 29, 2022, Bigelow Tea will be implementing a price increase on our 
foodservice product line (a limited number of SKUs will receive higher increases, while 
some product lines will receive lower increases, or not change) At Bigelow Tea we will 

continue to evaluate all costs, work diligently to find suitable alternative quality suppliers and 
continue to examine all our spending for effectiveness. We will maintain the same quality-value 
proposition, while doing everything we can to keep our customers in stock.  



Enclosed please find a new Bigelow Tea price sheet effective October 29, 2022. 

Additionally, freight costs have increased significantly, so we will be instituting a 10% 
surcharge to reflect the higher costs associated with distribution. This surcharge will be 
reviewed semi-annually.

Thank you for your partnership and continued support of our family company. 

Regards, 

Christopher Costello 
VP, Sales & Marketing 




